BARCELONA DIGITAL CITY
Building the networked city from the ground up

Creating digital innovation hubs in cities
BARCELONA DIGITAL CITY
Beyond Smart City: To an open, equitable, circular and democratic city

Digital Transformation
Technologies to transform Government and the City
Open Source Agile transformation of the City Hall, improving urban services
Develop a City Data infrastructure to drive innovation: Municipal Data Office

Digital Innovation
Fostering the City’s digital innovation ecosystem and promote good quality jobs
DSI4BCN / Make in BCN: Diversifying the tech economy towards a circular city
i-Lab: Facilitate SMEs/startups access to innovative procurement.

Digital Empowerment
Empowering citizens
Grow digital education and digital inclusion programs
Facilitate large scale digital democracy and data sovereignty for citizens
DSI4BCN

(ECONOMY + SOCIETY) * TECNOLOGY
New economic models & Civic empowerment & New public policies

Awareness & Networking

Supporting projects & Financing / spaces & Training & inclusion

MAKE IN BARCELONA

SMART CITY EXPO BCN

DIGITAL SOCIAL INNOVATION

HORIZON 2020 Programme

DSSCALE

Makers District co-creation policies working session

thefablinkage

MAKER DISTRICT PRELIMINAL: FEM Bari!

Educatum de CoCreaCió

EL 200

SMPTE

MATINS MAKER

Co-conce the District & la Barcelona productiva

ATENEO DE FABRICACIÓ

CIBERNÀRIUM

CIBERNÀRIUM Activa

STEAM BARCELONA

IMPULEM

EL QUE

FAS

SUBVENCIONS DE FINS AL 80 % PER A PROJECTES QUE ACTIVEN L'ECONOMIA DELS BARRI

BARCELONA

MAKER FAIRE
1st MM: 65 attendees
35 represented entities
14 speakers from 11 entities
CONFERENCES & EXPOSITION
• Food
• Energy& Mobility
• Advanced Manufacturing & Ind 4.0
• Environment & health
• Urbanism & habitat
• Education
• Space
WE BOOST WHAT YOU DO
“Impulsem el que fas”

DIGITAL SOCIAL INNOVATION
SPECIFIC SUBSIDIARY LINE

• 80% of the existing projects
• Between 10-50k €/project
• 398 proposals
• 10 Projects
• 350k € invested

TECH 4 GOOD
DIGITAL EMPOWERMENT ... For girls
i.LAB & DIGITAL ECONOMY HUB

Entrepreneurship, Incubation, financing and Digital innovation calls Challenges & prizes

Innovative public procurement open to SMEs and innovators / Regional Dev Fund
DIGITAL ECONOMY HUB

Barcelona Tech City
@bcn-techcity

A New Wave Of Innovation Hubs Sweeping The World via @forbes

Cross-sector innovation hubs are being created from Barcelona to Paris, Buenos Aires to Brooklyn that combine startups and large corporate accelerators in tech,...

forbes.com

Around the world, in places like Barcelona, Paris, Buenos Aires and New York, there's an exciting new co-location concept spurring innovation
BUILDING THE SMART CITY
FROM THE GROUND UP WITH CITIZENS

Gràcies!

Anna Majó
amajo@bcn.cat
@ANNA_MAJO

barcelona.cat/digital